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Today’s topic: (in)definiteness

1. I saw the child. (definite)
2. I saw a child. (indefinite)
3. *I saw a the child

● What is the core difference between definiteness and indefiniteness? 
○ Semantic type? 
○ Presuppositionality?

■ Uniqueness vs non-uniqueness?
■ Novelty vs familiarity? (see Heim 2012)

● Increasingly clear that definiteness is not ‘one’ thing (Schwarz 2009, Jenks 2018)
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Today

● Lessons on (in)definiteness from Chuj (Mayan)

● Why Chuj? Because it exhibits a rich nominal domain, allowing to identify 
sub-ingredients of (in)definites. 
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First main contribution

Two ways of expressing definiteness:

● Proposal: (1) and (2) support the existence of ‘weak’ versus ‘strong’ definites 
(Schwarz 2009, Arkoh & Matthewson 2013, Jenks 2018…) 

→ Also supports the idea that the distinction is compositional (Hanink 2018, Ahn 2019)

(1) (2)

weak (unique) definites strong (anaphoric) definites
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Second main contribution

Noun classifiers (CLF) cross-cut the distinction between DEF/INDF:

o Proposal: (4) delivers a specific indefinite
→ CLFs uniformly introduce a uniqueness presupposition
→ While it results in standard uniqueness presupposition in definite cases, it 

results in a ‘singleton indefinite’ (à la Schwarzschild 2002) in (4). 
(indefinites whose domain is restricted to a unitary set)

(3) (4)

regular indefinite ‘specific’ indefinite
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Roadmap

1. Background on Chuj 
2. Definiteness in Chuj
3. Classifier indefinites 
4. Back to definites
5. Conclusion
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Background on Chuj

1. Background on Chuj 
2. Definiteness in Chuj
3. Classifier indefinites 
4. Back to definites
5. Conclusion



Chuj

● One of 32 Mayan languages
● Spoken by roughly 80,000 speakers
● Guatemala (77,500) 
● Southern Mexico (2,500)
● Diaspora communities
● San Mateo Ixtatán dialect
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Chuj data

● Fieldwork from 2016-present
● In Montreal, Guatemala, and Mexico
● Hypothesis-driven fieldwork methodology
● Context-based elicitation techniques

(Matthewson 2004; Bochnak & Matthewson 2020)
● Extensive use of Chuj corpora on the

Archive of the Indigenous Languages of
Latin America (Mateo Pedro & Coon 2018)
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Wajxaklajunh (San Mateo Ixtatán)
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Definiteness in Chuj 

1. Background on Chuj 
2. Definiteness in Chuj
3. Classifier indefinites 
4. Back to definites
5. Conclusion



Noun classifiers and definiteness

The Mayan languages of the Cuchumatanes mountain range feature elaborated 
systems of nominal classification (Hopkins 2012), including noun classifiers.

● Noun classifiers play a crucial role for the encoding of definiteness (Buenrostro et 
al. 1989, Craig 1986, Zavala 2000, Hopkins 2012, Buenrostro 2017, Mateo-Toledo 2017…)

(5)
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Chuj noun classifiers
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Noun classifiers and definiteness

Questions
● What is the role of noun classifiers?
● How is definiteness encoded in Chuj?
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Background on definiteness 

Several approaches, but a major division stands out:

1. ‘The’ encodes contextual uniqueness or maximality 
○ e.g., Frege 1892, Russell 1905, Strawson 1950, Hawkins 1978, Heim 1991, Elbourne

2005, Coppock & Beaver 2015… 

2. ‘The’ encodes contextual familiarity
○ e.g., Christophersen 1939, Kamp 1981, Heim 1982, Chierchia 1995… 
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Two kinds of definites across languages

Schwarz (2009) (see also Ebert 1971, Lyons 1999, Aguilar-Guevara et al. 2019)

Some languages distinguish between two kinds of definite descriptions:

1.   Weak definites → encode uniqueness/maximality 
2.   Strong definites → encode familiarity/anaphoricity

● Much recent crosslinguistic work now support this view. 
(Arkoh & Matthewson 2013, Jenks 2015, 2018, Hanink 2018, Ahn 2019, Jenks & Konate 2022,  a.m.o)
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German weak definite 

= used in contexts where there is a unique satisfier of NP

(6)
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German strong definite 

= used in contexts where the satisfier of NP is anaphoric/familiar

(7)
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Two distinct definite articles             (Schwarz 2009, Jenks 2018)

(8) Situation argument (context)

Uniqueness (and existence) 
presupposition in sr

Situation argument (context)

Extra “index” argument, 
whose value also comes 

from the context (g(i))

Familiarity: If picked up by an index, 
must be in range of assignment 

function, and by assumption familiar. 
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Distribution of weak/strong definites

Empirical observation

CLF + NP

CLF + NP + DEIX
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Weak definite (CLF + NP) 

● Crucially, the DP in (9) triggers a uniqueness presupposition

(9)

(10)
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Strong definite (CLF + NP + DEIX) 

Narrative sequence in elicitation context:

(see also Buenrostro & Royer 2023 for corpus data and statistics confirming this fact)

(11)
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Two kinds of definites in Chuj

Weak definites

Strong definites

(see appendix for examples of all subtype)

● Strong definites contain weak definites: this begs for a compositional approach 
to definiteness, as proposed in recent work (e.g., Hanink 2018, Ahn 2019)

● Next: sketch a first analysis taking this into consideration

CLF + NP

CLF + NP + DEIX
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First analytical attempt

Make classifiers definite articles (Schwarz 2009; Jenks 2018; a.o.)

èThis entry will naturally gets us all weak definite uses of CLF + NP

(12)

Situation argument (context)

Uniqueness/existence presupposition in s
(“class” presuppositions ignored for the moment)
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First analytical attempt

Familiarity achieved with a separate index operator 
○ this deliver an ‘indexed definite’ (Jenks and Konate 2022)
○ the source of the index is the deictic particle

(13)

For the presupposition to be satisfied, the entity must be in the range of a contextually 
provided Assignment Function, and therefore familiar (Heim & Kratzer 1998). 
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First analytical attempt

Compositional approach 

(14)
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Interim summary

● Strong definites can be derived from a weak definite base (Hanink 2018)
○ CLF + NP triggers a uniqueness presupposition, like a standard weak definite 
○ CLF + NP + DEIX triggers a familiarity presupposition.

■ Something must be said about whether the uniqueness presupposition survives 
with strong definites (you can ask me in the question period)
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Next up: classifiers and indefinites 

But recall: CLFs can cross-cut the distinction between DEF/INDF:

o How can CLFs, obligatory with definites, co-occur with indefinites? 
o What happens with the uniqueness presupposition?

→ Proposal: still there, but it yields a specific/singleton indefinite in (4)

(3) (4)
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Classifier indefinites

1. Background on Chuj 
2. Definiteness in Chuj
3. Classifier indefinites
    3.1 Classifier indefinites and specificity
    3.2 Singleton indefinites
    3.3 Analysis of classifier indefinites
4. Back to definites
5. Conclusion



The ‘too-many-determiners’ problem

Problem: noun classifiers can co-occur with indefinite determiners:

● If CLFs are definite articles, why can they cooccur with indefinite articles? 
○ Those tend to be incompatible across languages (*a the dog)

● Note: Classifier indefinites are not partitive
○ Partitives are not allowed in existential sentences
○ They require plural marking
○ (see Royer 2022, section 4.1.2.)

(15)
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Classifier indefinites and uniqueness

The uniqueness presupposition seems to disappear:

(16)

31

no apparent 
uniqueness P, 
despite CLF

uniqueness P fails 

CLF not required



Classifier indefinites

What, then, is the contribution of noun classifiers with indefinites?

● Works on Q’anjob’alan languages have already noted semantic effects:
○ Craig (1986) on Popti’: “the classifiers mark referential NPs which are thematically 

important. This thematic importance is the feature shared by the marked indefinite 
and the definite NPs.”

○ Zavala (2000) on Akatek: “Noun classifiers are used to explicitly mark third-person 
nominals as individuated, referential and thematically important items in discourse 
[…], non-individuated and non-referential nominals as well as nominals which refer 
to participants of backgrounded sections of discourse are not tagged with CLFs.”

Next: show that classifiers force specific interpretations of indefinites
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Two types of specificity (Fodor & Sag 1982)

Scopal specificity 
1. If a relative of mine dies, I’ll inherit a fortune.

→ there’s a relative of mine, such that if they die, I’ll inherit a fortune
→ if a relative of mine dies, no matter which relative, I’ll inherit a fortune 

Epistemic specificity
2. A student in the syntax class cheated on the final exam. 

→ Speaker knows who exactly cheated.
→ Speaker doesn’t know who exactly cheated.

→ We’ll see that INDF + CLF + NP trigger specific interpretation
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‘Regular indefinites’ and scopal specificity 

First: INDF+NP DPs can take narrow or wide scope:

(more examples in Royer 2022: section 4.2.2.) 

(18)
 

(17)
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‘Classifier indefinites’ and scopal specificity 

INDF+CLF+NP DPs, on the other hand, must take wide-scope over operators.

(19)

(20)
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‘Classifier indefinites’ and epistemic specificity

INDF+CLF+NP DPs are epistemically specific:

→ without the CLF, both interpretations are possible.

(21)

(22)
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Summary

● CLFs force specific interpretations of indefinites
● Without the CLF, indefinites can be specific or non-specific
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Current state of affairs

So, we want to provide a uniform treatment of CLFs, which can appear as:

Proposal: CLFs always trigger a uniqueness presupposition, but when combined 
with an indefinite quantifier, it restrict the quantifier’s domain to a singleton set
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CLF + NP
weak definites (uniqueness)

INDF + CLF + NP
specific indefinites

(24)(23)



Singleton indefinites

1. Background on Chuj 
2. Definiteness in Chuj
3. Classifier indefinites
    3.1 Classifier indefinites and specificity
    3.2 Singleton indefinites
    3.3 Analysis of classifier indefinites
4. Back to definites
5. Conclusion



Singleton indefinites (Schwarzschild 2002)

One analysis of ‘specific indefinites’:
→ (Implicit) domain restriction to a singleton set
→ “If a relative of mine <that I have in mind> dies, I’ll inherit a fortune”

● As Schwarzschild discusses, this approach requires a crucial assumption.
→  Quantifier domain restriction not always known to all discourse participants
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Domain restriction and situation pronouns

In situation semantics, domain restriction comes from situation pronouns.
→  Following Schwarz (2009, 2012), locus of situation variables for DPs is D0.

Implication of the Privacy Principle:
With indefinites, the value for si is not always identifiable to all discourse participants (see also 
Beaver & von Fintel 2013 and Arsenijevic 2018) 

(26)
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Key proposal (see Royer 2022 for more details)

Proposals: Two kinds of situations pronouns

1. Familiar situation pronouns (prof) delimit the domain of definites; must be 
accessible to all discourse participants (salient context)

2. Private situation pronouns (prop) delimit the domain of indefinites; 
potentially not accessible to all discourse participants

(see Beaver & von Fintel 2013, 2019; Arsenijevic 2018 for similar proposals)
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Key proposal

● Indefinite determiners c-select a private situation pronoun.

● The CLF imposes a uniqueness presupposition on a private situation 
→ since the situation is “private”, uniqueness need not hold in the salient context 
→ this will deliver a singleton indefinite 

`

(27) DINDF selects for proprivate 
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Composition of classifier indefinites
1. Background on Chuj 
2. Definiteness in Chuj
3. Classifier indefinites
    3.1 Classifier indefinites and specificity
    3.2 Singleton indefinites
    3.3 Analysis of classifier indefinites
4. Back to definites
5. Conclusion



Entry for the indefinite determiner

Indefinite determiners as existential quantifiers (here following Elbourne 2005, 2013):

(28)
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Compositional housekeeping

We need to change the CLFs semantic type to allow it to compose beneath jun.

Previous entry for CLF

● This entry cannot combine with an indefinite quantifier:

(29)

(30)
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Compositional housekeeping

Classifiers still impose a uniqueness presupposition, but have a different type:

→ CLF takes a property P and delivers it back with the condition that 
there only be one satisfier of P in the situation of evaluation.

→ That situation will be whatever situation D0 combines with
→ Similar to the entry proposed for the by Coppock & Beaver (2015)

(31)
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Composing CLF with INDF

● Composing indefinites with CLFs yields a specific/singleton indefinite

(32)

(34)

there’s a unique dog in a situation, g(7), whose value is 
only assumed to be known to the speaker 

→ specific/singleton indefinite
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Result: a singleton indefinite

Going back to our initial example:

● Uniqueness is relative to a private situation, not the overall salient situation
● So long as the speaker has a situation in mind with only one priest, the 

uniqueness presupposition is met (not a classic/pragmatic presupposition).  

(35)    Context: There are five priests in Yuxquen…
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Non-obligatoriness of CLFs with indefinites (long story short)

Recall: CLFs are not required with specific indefinites. 

● Royer (2022: 5.1.2.2): Maximize Presupposition operates differently when a 
semantic presupposition is relativized to a familiar or private situation.
Ø Only propositions that are based on familiar situations can be in the 

Common Ground (CG), and not those based on private situations
Ø Maximize Presupposition compares alternative propositions in the CG only.
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Summary

CLFs always trigger a uniqueness presupposition
→ With indefinites, this results in a singleton indefinite, because the situation 

of evaluation is potentially not the salient situation but a private one.  

Next: revisit the analysis of the definites 
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Back to definites: 
A unified theory of noun classifiers

1. Background on Chuj 
2. Definiteness in Chuj
3. Classifier indefinites
4. Back to definites
5. Conclusion



Classifier definites 

Previously: CLFs had the semantic type of definite determiners and took a 
situation pronoun as their first argument:

To account for CLF indefinites and the ‘too-many determiners problem’: CLFs are 
no longer determiners nor are they the locus of the situation pronoun, which is D0
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Adding iota to weak definite DPs

Proposal: definite DPs are headed by a syntactically-represented iota. 
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Crucially, iota must select for 
a familiar situation pronoun

(37)    a.

b.



Combining iota with ClfP

(38)

Since iota combines with a profamiliar, the uniqueness 
presupposition is now interpreted relative to the salient context 

this results in a weak definite

(39)
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Result: a weak definite
Going back to our initial example:

● The situation of evaluation is now familiar, and therefore the uniqueness 
presupposition fails in the context (since it contains five priests) 

(40)      Context: there are five priests in Yuxquen…

Uniqueness presupposition:
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Obligatoriness of CLFs with definites

Recall: CLFs are required with definites

● Again, the main idea is that presuppositions based on familiar situations must 
be in the Common Ground, as opposed to those based on private situations. 
Ø Maximize Presupposition is thus expected to apply.
Ø For the case at hand, a special kind of Maximize Presupposition is needed 

(Percus 2006; see Royer 2022: 5.1.2.2)
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Taking stock

Lessons from Chuj
● Definites and indefinites can share common pieces (CLFs) 
● The crucial semantic variation here lies in the kind of situation we consider

(41)  Weak definite (42) Specific indefinite 
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uniqueness relative to a familiar 
situation= weak definite

uniqueness relative to a private 
situation = singleton indefinite



What about strong definites?

All else being equal, the entry for deictics seen earlier could be maintained:

→  It could simply combine above definite DPs, as before:

(43)

(44)

this would deliver a strong definite, 
along the lines of what we saw before
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‘Indefinite’ demonstratives 

But, even more DP configurations possible:

● But semantic differences between definite and indefinite demonstratives 
discussed in Royer 2022, section 5.3, and Buenrostro & Royer 2023.

● Topic that requires more work!
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‘Indefinite’ demonstratives 

Indefinite demonstratives in Chuj get used in (Buenrostro & Royer 2023):
● Exophoric contexts
● Some first mentions in discourse (there was this guy from New York…)
● … 

(Hopkins 2021: 45)
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Indefinite demonstratives 

Strategy: make the deictic compose in the restrictor of the quantifier
This new entry essentially allows for compositions with iota or jun

(46)
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Conclusion

1. Background on Chuj 
2. Definiteness in Chuj
3. Classifier indefinites
4. Back to definites
5. Conclusion



Conclusion

A unified theory of definite and indefinite DPs in Chuj:

● Two kinds of definiteness expressed: weak and strong definites 
● Noun classifiers, used obligatorily with definites, can also form specific indefinites
● Unified semantics of CLFs as encoding a uniqueness presupposition:

○ can result in definite or singleton indefinite 
● Underlying difference between definiteness and indefiniteness in Chuj: 

○ whether or not we consider a familiar (definites) or private (indefinites) situations
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Yuj wal yos!
Thank you!
Merci! 



Apendices



Data: weak and strong definites



Larger/global-situation uniqueness (CLF + NP) 

(see Hawkins 1978)

(11)
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Kind-denoting definite (CLF + NP) 

(txt)

(12)
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Situation-based covariation (CLF + NP) 

Uniqueness relativized to subsituations:
In every situation s, Xun met the unique mayor in s

● If uniqueness is not met in every sub-situation, a CLF + NP is infelicitous (see 
datasheet)

(13)
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Donkey sentences (CLF + NP + DEIX) 

Covariation with an anaphoric antecedent:

(17)
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Bridging definite (CLF + NP + DEIX) 

One kind of bridging definite: producer-product bridging definites

(18)
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Data: scopal specificity



‘Classifier indefinites’ and scopal specificity 

INDF+CLF+NP DPs must take wide-scope over operators

èwithout the CLF, both interpretations are possible.

(29)

(30)
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More data



Beyond this talk

● Much more could be said about Chuj DP configurations!
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No uniqueness presupposition for classifier indefinites 

Compare with a context in which uniqueness does hold:

(17)
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not possible to use jun in 
this context, suggestive 

of a Maximize 
Presupposition effect

uniqueness P satisfied 



Some evidence for non-familiar free variables



Non-familiar free variables

More needs to be said about the ability for free variables to be used, even if they 
aren’t retrievable by all discourse participants. 

→ Often assumed that indexed variables should be familiar (cf. the 
Appropriateness Condition in H&K 1998)

→ She1 saw them2 only appropriate if we all know value for g(1) and g(2)

(34)
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Non-familiar free variables

As discussed in Partee 1973, Beaver & von Fintel 2013, 2019, and Silk 2016, 
however, it’s unclear that indexed variables need always be familiar.

Examples from Partee 1973: 603

(35)

(36)

Value for g(7) is unknown to 
discourse participants

Value for ‘past tense’ does 
not need to be known
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Situation (non)familiarity

Going back to the Privacy Principle and domain restriction, we have the following 
consequences

(37)
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A nice quote from Schwarzschild



What is the difference between definites and indefinites?

Schwarzschild 2002: 292
There are familiarity conditions on the use of definites which do not apply to
indefinites. It would be odd for me to assert out of the blue the aluminium
toothbrush is in a museum in New Hampshire, despite the fact that there is a
unique aluminium toothbrush. However, I could, out of the blue, speak of there
being an aluminium toothbrush in New Hampshire and I would, in this case, be
using a singleton indefinite, a complete one in fact. Fodor and Sag’s a friend of
mine is also singleton, albeit incomplete, and since it is likewise indefinite there
is no requirement that the ‘referent’ be familiar to all discourse participants. This
freedom appears to allow the content of the contextual supplementation to be
less transparent to the hearer in a way that would be impossible with a definite.
What we have in effect is an incomplete indefinite description, where the
completion is asymmetrically available to the speaker but not to the hearer.
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